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Kindergarten teacher by day, sensual masseuse by night, Peter Davidson never thought things would get so
tough that he’d need to give out sensual massages in secret in order to make ends meet. But when the school
slashes his hours in half and with no other jobs available in town, he stumbles across the opportunity when
fiddling around on an online dating site and a rather handsome older gentleman offers him money.

What he thinks will be a onetime thing turns into a booming business at night, and Peter promises himself
he’ll only do it long enough just until he gets caught up. He has nothing else going on in his life, after all.

Handsome, classy and educated as he is, Peter still hasn’t met The One. Until, that is, he meets Chip - the
parent of a new student, who turns out to be more man than he’s ever dreamed of.

What will Chip say if he finds out what Peter is doing on the side? And, what’s worse, what will the school
say when they find out this teacher has been a very bad boy?

If you are a fan of Always by Kindle Alexander, The Backup Boyfriend by River Jaymes, Broken Pieces,
Stay or Collide by Riley Hart, or any of the Dreamspinner Press books, you'll enjoy this short novel.
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From Reader Review Bad Boy: Naughty at Night for online ebook

SraeLiz Ess says

I really liked this short story which is the first in a series. As a teacher, I found the MC very likable and the
circumstances he found himself in very believable. I have read several books by this author and continue to
like his writing style. The ending definitely leaves you wanting more! It just got really good when it ended!

Jay Clark says

It is a really fun novel. Jamie Lake creates vivid, memorable main characters in Peter and Chip. The
supporting characters are also fun and interesting. of course, Peter and Chip barely start becoming interested
in one another when wealthy, generous Tony steps in and wants to turn a one-nighter into something much
more intense and exclusive. Jamie leaves you wanting, of course to buy and read the next installment of
Peter's difficult but highly erotic life.

Andrea says

Not for me - there's no reality in the characters or story - could have been a good with more work but this felt
like something that was written in an hour with no look back. In addition, it ends with a cliffhanger.

Dragonrouge57 - Bénédicte Girault says

Kindergarten teacher in a deprived area by day and sensual and sexy masseuse for men at night, Peter
combines the pleasure needed to make ends when the headmaster of his school tells him that he must make
cuts in its dark part, having agreed to receive only half of his salary.

He spends a small ad on a gay personals site without much hope and is surprised when he received favorable
responses.

I really love these changes in Peter's personalities : attentive and patient teacher at day, shy man and a little
apprehensive with Chip, and finally, very sensual, a bit player who has trouble resisting the bodies of men he
mass that night. It is hot and makes you want to be between his hands - and his body - expert.

But really, Jaimie, this end? You can not leave us like that! I bite my nails pending further forward.

Heather says

The blurb sounded really good.
Unfortunately this one feel a bit flat for me.



I didn't care for the flash backs and where in the world is Chip and Peter's relationship??
Why is half the book over and I'm still waiting.

Melissa says

This short story was very hard to follow. It starts with a flashback from which you never return. It has a very
good premise and really hot character ideas but it just did not come together in a way that makes sense at the
end.

Alina Popescu says

This was a fast read for me, one that I enjoyed thoroughly. Peter is a man that manages to stay true to his
convictions, regardless of what faith throws at him. he’d rather give sensual massages to strangers than stop
teaching at his school and bringing a bit of light in the lives of children with not many reasons to smile. Yet
as he embarks on this adventure, the temptations and the risks are high. Interesting men appear in his life, he
finally has some money to avoid being kicked out and enough to buy treats for his students, but what if his
school find out? If that wasn’t enough, he meets Chip, a parent of one of his students and what seems to be
his perfect match. Then again, Chip thinks he is nothing more than a teacher.

As Peter struggles to deal with the hardship of his life, trying to find hail Mary fixes for what seems like
unbeatable odds in favor of his failure, he acts a bit like a child discovering a new world. He is easily
mesmerized and caught between different paths to follow, having to decided between someone who demands
a lot without giving as much, and Chip, who doesn’t really know everything that Peter is or does.

I should say, this Bad Boy comes with a wicked cliff hanger, but if you’re like me, you’ll just smile, shake
your head, and proceed to wait patiently for the next book.

Candice (Dance Mom) Bailey says

I loved the first installment of this book series. It was a quick read that flowed nicely. I loved the banter
between Peter and Chip and hope their relationship develops into more as the series continue. Tony is what
they call 'to good to be true' in my opinion and any possible relationship with that many strings is
questionable. I can see there is going to be a problem between Chip and Tony over Peter and can't wait to see
how the two knew each other previously. I read M/M sporatically because I have found most I have tried
have absolutely no story behind the HOT sex scenes, this book however has HOT sex and a seemingly
interesting story line developing.Thereis a cliffhanger with a book two and not a stand alone.4.25 stars from
me

Tracy says

I really did enjoy this book! Peter is a Kindergarden Teacher who doesn't even earn enough to pay his rent let
alone his bills and it seems things can only get worse with the cuts that are happening at the school.



Peter is a loveable character that grew on me very quickly. When he is torn about earning extra money
giving exotic massages I could totally sympathise with him as there is so much more to this man than meets
the eye. He hasn't had a relationship in a long time so when Chip a detective in the police force asks him out
on a date he is even more confused and unsure especially as Chip is the father of one of his students.

Jamie Lake had me gripped throughout this book, the storyline believable, the character development Perfect
certainly a book you will read in one sitting.

I'm not sure what to say about the ending, I was gutted. I absolutely hate cliff hangers and this was a killer! I
now know the next book in this series is available so i would advise you download both books!

Highly recommended!

Catherine says

*** 1.5 Unfinished Stars ***

This short story had some major potential.

It's about a sexy, self-sacrificing kindergarten teacher who, in the face of mounting bills and pending
eviction, decides to moonlight as a masseur who believes that all fairy tales massages should have happy
endings. Cue unfortunate timing worthy of a Rom Com when Peter meets the smokin' hot father of one of his
students just as he takes on his first few clients. Chip (awful, awful name for a character) is single, charming,
a devoted father, and a detective (and boy, can this man wear the hell outta a pair of navy polyester pants!).

Sounds good, right?

Well, if the story had stuck to just these elements, I bet it would have been pretty good. Unfortunately, that
wasn't the case.

(view spoiler)

I should be clear that the book isn't poorly written, per se, it's just not to my personal tastes. I was looking for
an arc with a clear beginning and middle and a satisfying ending, more interaction and affection between the
main characters, something (a love scene, an argument, anything!) that evoked an emotional reaction from
me, and some freakin' ROMANCE in my M/M romance novel, and I don't feel that this book delivered those



things. Because of these reasons (and more), I likely won't read the rest of the series.

That said, I'm sure that this book will still find an audience. The author's writing style, the story's structure,
and the unfinished feeling of Bad Boy all reminded me a LOT of J.J. Scott's Being Chase - which I gave 2.5
stars (mostly because the kitchen sex was smokin' hot). However, Scott's book has an overall rating of 3.5
stars, so clearly LOTS of people enjoyed that one more than I did. I have a feeling the same might be true of
this one, too.

Philomena Callan Cheekypee says

This is a really quick and enjoyable m/m read.

Peters on his own. His family have abandoned him after finding out he's gay. He's passionate about his job as
a teacher. However he's struggling to make ends meet. When an opportunity falls on his lap to make a few
extra few pound he jumps at it.

Although I thought he jumped into it too quickly I really enjoyed this story. Hope I don't have to wait too
long for more of Peters story.

Tracy says

OMG! What an ending!! Hahahah

James says

Jamie Lake does it again with his newest book in the series Naughty at Night.
Peter, a young Kindergarten teacher, will do anything to keep his class in the school system. But with budget
cuts and the class not being required by the system how will he do it? He can barely make ends meet on his
salary yet offers to take a pay cut to keep the kids in school.
A chance meeting from an online hookup site gives him the answer. Erotic massage....it helps pay the bills
and keep a roof over his head. Meanwhile he meets one of his students Dad, the hot police officer Chip, who
is defiantly interested in getting to know Peter better. Bit when Peter receives an offer from Casino Boss
Tony what will he decide?
This is a very sexy, erotic hot read and I'm looking forward to the rest of the series.

Lucy says

We get to meet Peter, a kindergarten teacher who lives in constant fear that his department (art) will be shut



down. As is so common in education, the sports department gets new funding while the rest gets slashed.
Peter is already making next to nothing but takes a cut in pay to help his students out. Something has to be
done, and falling into a job as a “masseuse” seems to be the ticket.

I’m not quite sure how we are supposed to look at Peter. He is a giving, caring teacher who is basically
working as a hooker on the side? His “massages” end with sex and he is paid for it, so… He has Tony first
and there could be some major drama there. Chip, on the other hand, seems like a good, decent soul.
Hopefully Peter is able to make a good choice.

This story lost a little for me due to the fact that it ends in the middle, mid scene actually. I assume it is going
to be continued in the next book.

T.M. Smith says

Peter Davidson is a low paid kindergarten Art teacher that needs to find a way to make ends meet. His
department at school keeps getting passed over for funds, so Peter takes a pay cut to ensure the Art program
continues to grow. The problem is his grumpy roommate is looking for the rent, and Peter doesn't have it. On
a whim, he sets up an online ad to give massages, not quite expecting the response he receives.

Tony is a thug, a big sexy man, used to getting what he wants. Right now that is Peter. And while Peter
enjoyed his brief time with Tony, he actually has his sights set on Chip. The cop and father of one of his
students. Thinking that his encounter with Tony was a one time thing, Peter doesn't expect the man to just
show up on his doorstep, laying down the law and basically laying claim to Peter. What will his cop do if he
finds out about Tony, about what it is that Peter does to supplement his income?

There was something about this story that kept me engrossed, I think perhaps it was the danger of Peter
being found out at any moment. I really enjoyed the story itself about a man who will do just about anything
to guarantee his students have an Art program, but makes some very bad decisions along the way. There are
consequences for anyone's actions, and it looks like Peter will find that out the hard way.

Sadly, this story was riddled with mistakes. Typo's galore, missplaced words, run on sentences, and even a
name swap along the way. There was nothing wrong with the story or characters themselves, just the
formatting and spelling. I'm rounding my rating up from 2.5 to 3 stars because the author did enough to draw
me into this world and leave me hanging, wanting to read the next installment to see who will get the guy.
The good looking cop? Or the sexy, dangers thug? OR, will both men walk away from Peter. On to the next
book to see!


